Abstract Classical analysis of variance requires that model terms be labeled as 1 fixed or random and typically culminate by comparing variability from each batch 2 (factor) to variability from errors; without a standard methodology to assess the 
Introduction
extending this to multivariate cases. 
or the alternative regression formulation
with β batch levels, and finite-population variances, corresponding to the final three steps.
131
A strict Bayesian approach requires additional prior specifications, but yields posterior 
and the remainder of the Bayesian model specification is given by The choice of inverse-Wishart covariance priors, (6) and (7) combined with (4), (5), is now
with ⊗ denoting the Kronecker product. The rank-deficient Ω b , due to the constraint, 
where · denotes least-squares estimates. For orthogonal batches, the full posterior from 210 these densities and from batch covariance prior densities, can be conveniently factored
Each joint batch density, 
is derived, where
together with (11), the batch superpopulation posterior and the batch levels are found 216 through the decomposition of quadratic forms of batch levels and least squares estimates
where
0 , and tr(·) denoting the trace
is analogous to a matrix
219 sums of squares of the unconstrained batch level estimates that has been adjusted by the 220 prior mean. The full joint posterior is then factored as
where the product denotes batch posterior independence, and thus no need for computa-222 tionally intensive MCMC procedures. The corresponding distributions of (12) are
Batch levels (15), which reflect both free and constrained parameter estimates, can then 
Analysis Results

Simulation
277
The process The objective of the analysis is to assess the relative variability introduced by batch 
320
For comparison, consider a frequentist approach to a simplified form of the problem.
321
Beginning with
, from which we derive the distributions
The first two offer pivots and thus allow for closed form expressions that yield confidence 
Application
342
In this example our methodology is applied to a bivariate dataset of global temperature
343
(Celsius) and precipitation (mm/day) for 9 decadal averages of boreal summer months, 
where i = 1, . . . , n α = 13, j = 1, . . . , n β = 3, t = 1, . . . , n t = 9, n = n α n β n t , and d = 2.
363
Time covariate x 1 is centered such that x 1,t = −4, . . . , 4, and x 2 is transformed to be 
367
Posterior distributions of batches α 0 , β 0 , and γ are derived from (14) and (15).
368
Batches α 1 and β 1 differ slightly as they correspond to the regression model formulation.
369
Multivariate batch levels associated with a covariate would, in general, be multiplied by 
, and m α 1 ,i = V 
374
The posterior of batch β 1 is found similarly. 
431
This extension offers an alternative to geostatistical model analyses that have previously 432 relied on computationally intensive MCMC methods, and is the focus of current research.
433
Other difficulties encountered are unbalanced designs and linearly dependent predictors.
434
MCMC may be utilized for sets of dependent batch levels. Development for these cases
435
is another area of current research. 
